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As per the directions of the Pondicherry State Higher Education Council – 

RUSA, Puducherry and MHRD, New Delhi, Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Club 

has been conducting various activities. This is the report pertaining to the Month 

of January, 2020.  

 

 On 21st January, 2020, the club 

screened two films about Daman and 

Diu for its members. One of the films 

narrates the entire administrative details 

about Union Territory of Daman and Diu 

under Know your Union Territory 

category. The film narrates the details like Capital of the UT, Date of Formation, 

the size, population and its density, Administrator, Rivers, Tourist Attractions like 

temple, port, beach, Panikotha, Festivals, 

Languages, Major Crops, etc. The 

another film is about the Short Film on 

Daman and Diu Travel and Tourism which 

narrates the important visiting places of 

Daman and Diu.  

  



 

 On the same day of 21st January, 

2020, the members of the club took oath on 

Pledge on Swachh (enclosed in the 

annexure).  

 

 

 

On 31st January, 2020, Dr. Habib 

Subhan, Assistant Professor in English 

taught the language of Hindi which is also 

a language of the paired state. He 

explained the meaning of the word EK 

BHARAT SHRESHTHA BHARAT in Hindi and 

made them to understand the various words in Hindi which are useful to day-to-

day affairs of the lives of everyone.  

 

 Simultaneously video conferencing/skype session was arranged for 

the members, but due to some technical reasons at the paired state level, the 

same could not happen. The coordinator of the club contacted Dr. Manish 

Sharma, the in-charge of the paired state and briefed about the technical 

issues. Dr. Manish Sharma suggested executing the same in the coming months. 
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Swachh Pledge 

 

Mahatma Gandhi dreamt of an India which was not only free but also clean 

and developed. 

Mahatma Gandhi secured freedom for Mother India. 

Now it is our duty to serve Mother India by keeping the country neat and 

clean. 

I take this pledge that I will remain committed towards cleanliness and 

devote time for this. 

I will devote 100 hours per year, that is two hours per week, to voluntarily 

work for cleanliness. 

I will neither litter not let others litter. 

I will initiate the quest for cleanliness with myself, my family, my locality, my 

village and my work place. 

I believe that the countries of the world that appear clean are so because 

their citizens don't indulge in littering nor do they allow it to happen. 

With this firm belief, I will propagate the message of Swachh Bharat 

Mission in villages and towns. 

I will encourage 100 other persons to take this pledge which I am taking 

today. 

I will endeavour to make them devote their 100 hours for cleanliness. 

I am confident that every step I take towards cleanliness will help in making 

my country clean. 
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